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the genesis version ofgalagais an impressive conversion of the arcade classic, and it captures the
essence of the original in its pixelated sprite graphics and erratic pace. theres a single plane, but

after that, theres only space to shoot. the final boss in the game, pacman himself, is a collection of
all the other bosses, and theres an area where theres one of each. it ends with an epic showdown

with pacman himself, who splits into two: one of him is a giant, and the other is a little, meek
pacman. these last two are the true masterpieces of the game, and are almost enough to make the

game worthwhile in their own right. there are two endings, so it wont be a surprise if you get a
different one depending on your performance in the game. its a fitting finale, since the game was
designed with the era of arcade games in mind. the game continues in the same vein as galaga.

eighteen stages of high-speed shooting action. the game is a total conversion of the original amiga
version of the game, which was a true masterpiece. it was an artform in its own right, and was

probably one of the most successful conversions of a game into an artform. the amiga version of the
sis art of motion was essentially an arcade game with a bit more finesse. this takes things a step
further by adding a bit of speed and a lot of variety, and you get a total conversion of the original

game, all done by one man. the game has some unique features, like the ability to use the spacebar
to slow down time, and the ability to slow down when youre getting hit. you get more lives, and have

a choice of 7 different ship designs. you can even play as one of the bosses! there are also some
pretty interesting bosses, such as the titanic whale-like boss, and the locomotive boss.
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its time to class it up, this arcade game split arcade cabinet is your way to recapture an authentic
arcade experience in a home form factor. redefining family game rooms, game caves, and even

home offices, it has quickly become absolute must-haves for retro game enthusiasts and pop-culture
collectors; they play great, look great, and are instant conversation pieces. switch up to any game at
will, with the easy-to-navigate on-screen menus. now lets talk about eye-appeal. gorgeous cabinet
design and artwork that perfectly captures that throwback look. yep, a matching riser is included, if

you need to give it some lift! add the product from the arcade game to your home, and its game
time anytime, no quarters required. lets start with the marquee games, celebrating 40 years(!) of

enduring fun. power up that nostalgia with the iconic ms. pac-man, as you guide her through those
infamous mazes while evading blinky, pinky, inky, and sue. then, fend off endless descending

swarms of alien enemies with galaga. yep, a matching riser is included, if you need to give it some
lift! twelve games, one arcade machine, unlimited retro gaming fun. add the ms. pac-man / galaga
class of 81 from arcade1up to your home, and its game time anytime, no quarters required! unlike

the original, this version offers three different cars to drive rather than the standard-issue black
porsche, and there are additional little touches like ramps that flip your vehicle up on two wheels.

inevitably less smooth and flashy than the arcade version,chase hq iinevertheless replicates much of
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its white-knuckle excitement. curiously, the game didnt seem to get a particularly wide release in
either japan or the west. copies of the genesis version are now difficult to come by and, as a result,

unusually expensive. 5ec8ef588b
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